If you want a school that inculcates core values of kindness, compassion, and inclusivity, **Living Wisdom School** fosters a child who's more poised, confident and who demonstrates such impressive public speaking skills than graduates of LWS.

As one reviewer said, Living Wisdom School "produces exceptional human beings, there's no doubt about that. You will likely never meet a child who's more poised, confident and who demonstrates such impressive public speaking skills than graduates of LWS."

If you are interested in a school that honors diversity by placing the humanities on a par with its rich math and science program and by including the Arts (art, instrument, voice, and theater), in its core curriculum then we are the school for you.

If you want a school that fosters curiosity and creativity over standardization, then Living Wisdom School is for you.

If you want a school that inculcates core values of kindness, compassion, and inclusivity, among all the other qualities that help our graduates achieve the best kind of success, then Living Wisdom School is the school for you.